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The Coupler People®

Made & Assembled Entirely in the U.S.A.

The #119 is a Type “SBE” coupler which is a 
common Type “E” coupler with a bottom shelf.
Prototypically the type “SBE” coupler is mostly 
found on modern cars.

#120 Metal - Type “SBE” Bottom Shelf Couplers - Medium (9/32”) Centerset Shank - 
With #242 Snap Together Gear Box. (2 Pair)

#120 - (2 Pair)..........$5.99 

Fully Functioning Bottom Shelf CouplerNEW

Made in the U.S.A.

2 pair only
$5.99#120 Metal 

Couplers

From a modeling stand point, the majority of couplers on the market represent the Type “E” coupler, but in general appearances, the “scale” 
couplers presently marketed can be used to represent the early Janney couplers. This means modelers in any scale can use knuckle couplers for 
models back to the 1880s and be, at least functionally and in general appearance, prototypical.

Specialty couplers began to appear experimentally in the late 1930s and in 1947 the Type “H” was standardized. The Type “H” sometimes 
known as the “Triple Lock” or “Tightlock” and, because of it’s safety features, was used on the newly developed high speed passenger trains.

The first interlocking coupler use for freight cars was the Type “F” coupler introduced in the 1940s was made Alternate Standard in 1954. The 
Type “F” coupler is basically a Type “H” coupler with an additional bottom shelf. Then in the late 1960s the top and bottom shelf Type “SF” 
coupler was developed and standardized in 1970 for hazardous material tank cars. During this same time period the Type “E” coupler with a 
bottom shelf was developed as the Type “SBE” and the Type “SE” top and bottom shelf came later on. Both the Type “SF” and “SE” couplers 
were standard for tank cars in 1975 then eventually became mandatory for hazardous material cars. 

Please note: the Type “H”, “F”, and “SF” are larger totally different designs than the more common Type “E”, “SBE”, and “SE” couplers. In 
scale model railroading, they should not be mistaken as the same size of couplers. 

We continually receive inquiries about the difference between our #118, #119 and #120 shelf couplers. Our #118 “SF” Shelf Coupler which is 
a Type “F” coupler with a top and bottom shelf, can be modified to represent the Type “F” or “H” couplers. Our #119 “SE” Shelf Coupler which 
is a Type “E” coupler with a top and bottom shelf, can be modified to represent the Type “E” or “SBE” couplers. Our #120 “SBE” Shelf Coupler 
which is a Type “E” coupler only a bottom shelf, can be modified to represent the Type “E” couplers. Also, Our #118, #119 & #120 Shelf Couplers 
are actual functional shelf couplers, meaning the couplers will not slip out of each other during operations.

Type “F” and Type “E” couplers are quite different from each other. The Type “F” coupler is a transition or progression of the Type “H” or 
tight lock (or triple lock) coupler and are actually larger than the common Type “E” couplers. So when you look at a #118, #119 or #120 coupler 
the #118 will look large and over-scale but in fact it’s actually a scale size coupler.

Many modelers are using Shelf Couplers to help compensate for rough track and grade transitions where some longer models will uncouple. 
Also prototypically and generally speaking the Type “SF” #118 was used much earlier and presently found on many different types of rolling 
stock, including locomotives and the Type “SE” #119 & Type “SBE” #120 is mostly found on modern cars.

<Ref: Most of the above information came from the NMRA and “The Car and Locomotive Cyclopedias”.>



CNW, DRGW, MKT, MP, SP, SSW, UP, & WP marks are made under trademark license from Union Pacific Railroad Company.  WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts - Not for children under 14 years. Lettering similar to cars shown     *Subject to change without notice.         WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts
Not for children under 14 years.
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January 2024 New Rolling Stock!

HO-Scale Ready-to-Run Rolling Stock
40’ PS-1 Boxcar PS-2 Hopper50’ PS-1 Boxcar

 

Pre-1950 PS-1 Boxcar

Kadee® prides itself in creating and manufacturing premium “RTR” rolling stock as close to scale & detail as possible. Model railroaders can expect only the best quality & 
craftsmanship with every Kadee® quality product. Nothing stacks up to the accuracy, detail, quality, & authenticity of Kadee® Cars over all other “RTR” cars on the market.

NEW

Made & Assembled 
Entirely in the U.S.A.

010824Current In-Stock HO-Scale “RTR” Freight Cars
50’ PS-1 Boxcars 

6417 ACY #3600 .............................. $43.99

6419 WP #36011 .............................. $43.99

6745 D&RGW #63675 ..................... $43.99

6746 RI #64544................................ $43.99

6927 KDC #027................................ $42.95

2003 CU FT. PS-2 Hopper 

8343 M&StL #70351 .........................$44.99 

ACF 11,000 Gallon  
Insulated Tank Car

9020 SILX #101 ............................... $45.95

Undecorated Cars 
4000 40’ PS-1 Boxcar ..................... $39.99 
5199 40’ PS-1 Boxcar ..................... $39.99
5200 40’ PS-1 Boxcar  .................... $39.99
6000 50’ PS-1 Boxcar  .................... $39.99
7001 Open Bay Hopper.................. $41.95
7002 Open Bay Hopper.................. $41.95
7501 Open Bay Hopper.................. $41.95
8001 Covered Hopper .................... $41.95
8601 Covered Hopper ....................  $41.95
9000 Tank Car ................................. $42.95

40’ PS-1 Boxcars

4333 NH #34006 .............................. $43.99

4334 DSS&A #15052 ...................... $43.99

5326 CNJ #23548 ............................ $43.99

4534 AA #340 .................................. $42.99

6929 KDC #029.................................$41.99

50-ton AAR “Standard” 
Open Bay Hopper 

7525 GM&O #32487 .........................$42.95

7527 MILW #96438 ..........................$45.99

Coupler Conversions 
can be found at  

www.kadee.com/convpl

4534 AA #340 .................$42.99 
 Ann Arbor 
 Series: 300-399 
 BLT. 1956 -  Factory New 
 Boxcar red


